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bash script from one directory to another I have a bash script (f.e. script.sh) in a directory /opt/check.
I'd like to copy that script and put it in /opt/check/src/check.sh and change the directory in which the
script is located to /opt/check/src. How can I do this? A: Change directory to where you want to put
the script. Then, either change your script as suggested by Paulie_D, or rename it instead. mv
script.sh script.sh.bak To change directory, use cd command. The cd can be combined with other
commands as well: cd -p newdir (This will change the current directory to the parent of newdir.) cd
"${newdir%/*}" (This will change the current directory to just newdir. This requires bash >= 4.0. If
you already have bash 4.0 or later, you can use the source command, as mentioned in other
answers. source /opt/check/src/check.sh Here, the shell runs /opt/check/src/check.sh, expands the
function definitions, and sets $0 to the script name. You might also want to read the bash manual
section on Shell Functions. A 6d1f23a050
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